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SUMMARY

Vibration tests were carried out on a specially designed pillar in
the Standards Laboratory of the Ammunition Factory, Footscray. The results
are compared . With those obtained immediately after construction of the pillar
in April 1957. A maximum amplitude of 0.49 Microns and frequencies greater
than 5000 c/s were recorded. These vibrations originate from a number of
sources including movement of personnel and vibration of machinery in the
Standards Laboratory and in the adjacent room.

Similar tests were also carried out on the machine table and found-
ation of a jig—boring machine in a nearby tool room.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In response to a request by the Department of Supply, mea-surements
were made by the Geophysical Branch of the Bureau of Mineral Resources of amp-
litudes and frequencies of vibration's on the top of a specially constructed
pillar in the Standards Laboratory, Metrology Section of the Ammunition
Factory, Footscray. Similar tests were also made on a jig-boring machine
located in a nearby machine shop of the factory. The meae4rements were made
by M..Wainwright v geophysicist, on 1st February 1966.

Measurements had been made previously on the foundations of the
pillar in November 1955, Prior to its construction, and on the 4th and 5th
April 1957 on the pillar itself (Hawkins & Stocklin, 1957). In these earlier
tests, a Willmore three-component seismqraph was used. During, the tests of
November 1955 and on the 4th April 1957 (Test A), machinery in adjacent
buildings was not operative. For the test on 5th April 1957 (Test B) and
in the current tests discussed, this machinery was in normal operation.

METHODS AND EQWIPMENT

For the tests described in this record, a Halls-Sear HS-1 omni-
directional geophone with a natural frequency Of 14 c/s was used to record
the vibrations. This geophone resolves components of the vibrations in three
mutually perpendicular directions, vertical (green-yellow-leads), and - two
horizontal (red-blue, and black-white leads). •The orientation of the compon
ents with respect to the pillar and jig-borer ,i8 shown in Plate 1. -The HS-1
geophone is essentially a velocity recording instrument, and the amplitude
of the recorded signal (displayed on the Y axis i of an oscilloscope) is
proportional to the maximum velocity of the measured vibration and is a
function of the frequency of the signal and the frequency response character-,
istics of the geophone (see Curve d, Plate 3). The signals from the geophones
were displayed on a Tektronix Type 564 Storage oscilloscope with a'Type
2A63 differential amplifier module.. The 203 module was chosen for its high-
gain characteristics, but unfortunately'it perMits only one component of vib-
ration to be displayed at a time.

Let the frequency of the displayed signal = f cis
the amplitude of the displayed signal^= S.volts, -
and the geophone sensitivity at frequency f .

= d volts/in/s (Plate

The maximum velocity v of the recorded vibration . S/d/in/s
. 2.54 b/d cmi s

3)

Also, v = 2Traf
where a . amplitude of motion in cm

Thus, we have Mal. . 2.54S/d
or a . 2.54 S/(27fd) cm .

Since S in these tests is in millivolts,
a^4S(fd)144

—wher,a. . 10 4 cm

Sensitivity curves for the HS-1 geophone are supplied by the manu-
facturer (Plate 3). In the tests, the geophone coils were shunted by
resistors of 240 ohms, giving rise to a damping of 72%. For the frequencies
greater than 300 c/s, a sensitivity of 0.30 volts/inch/8 was assumed, which
might introduce errors in the compute4 amplitudes;• however, these high
frequency vibrations have very small amplitudes, so that the resultant comp-
uted amplitude will be very small.

The Standards Laboratory vibrations were recorded with the geophone
at the centre of the pillar, and at the centre of the foundations. In the
tool room, the vibrations were recorded at the centre of the jig-borer machine
table (directly beneath the spindle) and at two positions on the foundations
(see Plate 1, Figure 2).
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3. RESULTS

The results of the vibration tests are recorded in Tables 1 and 2
and typical records are shown in Plate 2. In these tables, the amplitudes
of motion in three directions are given,. together with resultant amplitudes.

.Comparison of results with Test B (5th April 1957)

It should be noted that in previous tests in the Standards
Laboratory, all recorded vibrations 'were10 c/s or less (Hawkins & Stocklin,
1957). In the current vibration tests, the loweat recorded frequency was 18
c/s and most of the remaining frequencies lay in the range of 3050 c/a.
It should be noted that the Willmore. seismograph records vibrations on a
moving chart, the low speed of which_prohibits-heasurements of frequencies
greater than 10 c/s. The geophone-oscilloscope combination was capable of
recording frequencies of 10 c/s or less, but if present these are probably
overshadowed by the much higher frequencies and amplitudes presented in Table 1.
Further, the effect of electromagnetic pick-Up from stray power supplies by
the oscilloscope is uncertain. Most of the vertical components of vibration,
e.g. records 2 (a), 2 (b), 2(c), 3 (a), 5 (a), 6 (e)4 and 7 (a), show a
frequency of %c/a, which suggests interference from power supplies. This
is always an inherent possibility with amplification equipment, and it is
difficult to arrange effective screening.

Background vibrations were due to a number of contributory factors
such as noise from a compressor station about 350 ft away, machine shops
opposite the Metrology Section, air conditioning, minor movements in adjacent
rooms, and passing traffic along Gordon Street. The amplitudes' of vibrations
measured in the current tests are smaller than those of the 1957 teats. For
example, in Test B, the greatest amplitude was 1.89/4. for the N-S horizontal
component. In the current tests on the pillar the greatest amplitude of a
horizontal component was 0.127/4., on record 5 (b) due to personnel moving in
an adjacent room, and on record. 7 (b) due to a tram passing along 'Gordon
Street. The greatest vertical component measured on the pillar was -0.27/4-,
on record 1 (f) due to personnel walking in the standards room; this compares
with a maximum amplitude of 0.685/0- due to some unidentified source in Test
B. It should be noted, however, that with the recording system usedln the
current tests, the period of observation was very short. For an oscilloscope
with a time sweep across the Y scale (10 cm in length)varying between 5 millieep/
cm, such as on record 1 (c), and 20 millisec/cm, such as on record 1-(a),
the period of observation varies between 50 and 200 millioec. , 'Therefore, to be
certain of recording the maximum velocity of an event, several ;records were
made, and the maximum recorded velocity was chosen for computation. When
personnel move inside the laboratory itself, the amplitude could rise an
order one in magnitude : compare records 1 (e) and 1 (f). Trams passing along
Gordon Street increase the resultant amplitude by about 50%, as can be seen
by comparing records 1 (b), 1 (d), and 1 (e) with 7 (a), 7 (b)iand 7 (c).

Vibrations measured on the foundations are much greater thaa.the
background vibrations on the pillar, i.e. 0.58/on records 6 (a), 6 (b),and
6 (c) as against 0.106/4on records 1 (b), 1 (d),and 1 (e). In . part of the
tests, thin linoleum was used . to Cover the pillar; without this cover, the
background vibrations are smaller, as can be seen by comparing records 5 (a)
and 5 (c) with records 1 (e) and.1 (b); 5 (b) cannot log considered in this
context because of significant movement in the adjacent room.

Tool room annexe 

The results of vibrations measured on the hydroptic B size 5
jig-borer fixture are presented -In Table 2 and records 8 and 9: The geophone
was placed at the centre of the Machine'table directly beneath the centre-
line of the spindle (see Plate^Figure 2). With the spindle rotating at
1250 r.p.m., the resultant' amplitude on the table was 0.8,- 9 as compared
with 0.5/". recorded at position 2 on the foundations. It^clear from
records 8 (a), 8 (d), 8 (e), and 8 (f) that the amplitude does not change
much whatever the speed'of the aPindle. The lowest amplitudes were recorded
with the geophone at . foundation position 3; which is farthest away from the drive
motor, the major source of vibration - see records 9 (d) and (e).
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Tests carried out on the Standards Laboratory pillar demonstrate
the presence of vibrations with frequencies much higher than any previously
recorded. Trams passing along Gordon Street affect the vibration level on
the pillar, - but movement of personnel and vibration of machinery in the
laboratory itself, and in the adjacent room, cause vibrations of at least the
same level: It has not been possible to'attribute the general background
vibrations to any particular source. The air conditioning does not appear
to cause significant vibrations. However, there appears to have been a
decrease in the level of background vibration compared with that of Test
B on 5th April 1957. Even allowing for different methods of observation,
it does not seem that the efficiency of the pillar foundations to isolate
vibrations has deteriorated since construction.

Tests carried out on the jig—borer indicate that the vibrations ori-
ginate from the drive motor, the speed of rotation of the spindle being of no
great influence. The maximum amplitudes were recorded on the machine table:
those On the foundations were considerably lower, with the minimum amplitudes
at foundation position 3.
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